
The Focused Plenoptic Camera

“Lightfield photographers, focus your cameras!”
Karl Marx

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Proletarians of all countries, unite!”Plenoptic cameras produce final rendered image with very low resolution, one pixel per microlens. The main idea behind this section is simple: The reason for this low resolution is that traditional Plenoptic cameras are not properly focused! While the main lens creates a focused image of the real world, the microlenses are not focused on that image. With a defocused system, no wonder we are getting poor resolution!With appropriately focused plenoptic camera and a new rendering algorithm we produce a final image utilizing multiple pixels per microlens, thus significantly increasing resolution.



Comparison
 Plenoptic Camera (1.0)  Focused Plenoptic Camera (2.0)



Comparison
 Plenoptic Camera

Blurry microimages
 Focused Plenoptic Camera

Sharp and inverted microimages



Why Inverted?

Like a telescope with multiple eyepieces.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We can show mathematically that if we want microimages to be exactly focused on the scene, the only solution is relay imaging. In other words, microlenses focused on the image of the main lens and reimaging it to the sensor.This is exactly the imaging model of the telescope!



Lightfield Rendering (Small Part of Scene)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Plenoptic 1.0 camera each microlens creates one pixel in the final image.



Focused Plenoptic Rendering:  500X Better!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In Plenoptic 2.0 “Fill resolution” rendering each microlens creates a whole image patch (instead of a single pixel) in the final picture. In our first experiment we have produced 500 times higher resolution compared to Plenoptic 1.0!



Resolution Analysis
 Why do we have so much higher resolution in 2.0?
 Because the camera is focused:
 The main lens creates radiance r(x) at its image plane.
 Plenoptic 1.0 and 2.0 sample this radiance differently.

 For one microcamera, the optical transfer matrix is A.

 Radiance on the sensor:  

 (continue)



Resolution Analysis
 For Plenoptic 1.0 the transfer matrix is:

Inverse matrix

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each sensor pixel in responds approximately equally to rays coming from different angles. That’s why pixels are vertical lines in the diagram on the left. Because of the bottom right zero in A inverse, we see that multiplication with vectors having different p produces the same result. That’s why we get the horizontal lines in the right diagram.Considered differently, this is a matrix composed as a product of several matrices, one of them being rotation to 90 degrees. Such rotation contributes to the bottom right zero matrix element.



Resolution Analysis
 Rotation of each pixel to 90 degrees in optical phase 

space causes the low spatial resolution of 1.0 camera.

 For Plenoptic 2.0 the transfer matrix is:

Inverse matrix



Resolution analysis
 For Plenoptic 2.0 There is no rotation, just shear:

 Pixels remain “vertical”.  b/a of the sensor resolution.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This matrix is “almost” diagonal -- if we do not consider the shear. Rotation is zero degrees.



Resolution analysis
 Plenoptic 1.0  Plenoptic 2.0

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Taking multiple copies of the two diagrams (Plenoptic 1.0 and 2.0 sampling), and shifting them by one distance between microlenses. These two diagrams compare sampling by the pixels done through the optics of Plenoptic 1.0 and 2.0 cameras. We see that the spatial density in 2.0 is higher, while the angular density is lower.By changing the parameters we can change the spatio-angular tradeoff in Plenoptic 2.0, while in Plenoptic 1.0 it is fixed.



Plenoptic 2.0 Resolution
 Plenoptic 2.0 sampling is more flexible:
 Decouples resolution from number of microlenses. 
 Free to choose the spatial-angular tradeoff point.

 We can actually reach very low angular resolution 
not possible with traditional plenoptic camera 
(because edge effects would introduce noise).
 Stereo 3D.

 Up to b/a of the sensor resolution can be achieved!
 This is up to 100%, i.e. full sensor resolution!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Plenoptic 2.0 decouples resolution from number of microlenses, and makes it more flexible. The photographer is free to vary resolution while taking the picture: The spatial resolution in Plenoptic 2.0 is b/a of the sensor resolution, and can be varied by moving the microlens array relative to the sensor. 



Extended Modes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In a focused plenoptic camera, the main camera lens creates an image at thefocal plane. That image is re-imaged on the sensor multiple times by the array ofmicrolenses. Different microlenses are provided with different neutral density filters or,alternatively, different apertures, that differently limit the amount of light through the microlenses.



HDR with Plenoptic Camera 2.0
 Each point is seen multiple times in different microlenses
 We can put different apertures on different microlenses

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In a focused plenoptic camera, the main camera lens creates an image at thefocal plane. That image is re-imaged on the sensor multiple times by the array ofmicrolenses. Different microlenses are provided with different neutral density filters or,alternatively, different apertures, that differently limit the amount of light through the microlenses.



HDR with Plenoptic Camera 2.0
 Two of our microlens arrays under the microscope

4 times reduction                8 times reduction 
of aperture                          of aperture   

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pictures of our microlens arrays. We see the microlenses. Gray are areas covered with chromium, white are transparent areas. On the left we see normal apertures; on the right we are implementing a Fresnel zone (white circle) as aperture.



HDR (part of raw image with plenoptic
2.0)

16

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A small portion of the raw sensor image. Dark and bright circles of the main camera lens are seen through small and big microlens apertures.



17

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Image patched together from the dark circles. Top right is the area represented in the previous slide.



18
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Presentation Notes
Image patched together from the bright circles. 



HDR with Plenoptic Camera 2.0
 We can put different filters on different microlenses:
Neutral density, color (for spectral imaging), polarization.

1000 X increase       12-color imaging     sampling four
in dynamic range     with RGB sensor    linear polarizations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just 4 color filters, when working together with the 3 Bayer array filters on the sensor, create 12-color sampling of the radiance. It is possible to produce full spectral imaging camera with 100 color channels or more!On the right filters transmitting 4 different linear polarizations are shown. Polarization can be sampled as dense as color.



Plenoptic Superresolution

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In a focused plenoptic camera, the main camera lens creates an image at thefocal plane. That image is re-imaged on the sensor multiple times by the array ofmicrolenses. Careful use of the subpixel shift between different microimages can produce superresolved rendering. The sublixel shift can be estimated from the images as in conventional superresolution.A more exciting new opportunity with Plenoptic 2.0 camera is to use the known microlens parameters to compute subpixel shift in advance. Such parameters are defined by the hardware, and independent of the actual image content. With today’s manufacturing technology, very high precision is possible. We analyze this possibility in one particular example.



Superresolution with Plenoptic Camera 2.0
 Each microlens is observing the scene as a slightly 

shifted camera. We can compute the subpixel shift 
based on camera parameters. Then, superresolve.



Superresolution with Plenoptic Camera 
2.0

22
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Presentation Notes
A crop, about half of the raw image on the sensor. We are using square main lens aperture.



Superresolution with Plenoptic Camera 
2.0

23

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Zoom in. Notice the repeated detail. We are using square main lens aperture.



Superresolution with Plenoptic Camera 
2.0

24

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More zoom in into the green rectangle in the previous slide. Notice inverted microimages (Keplerian telescopic imaging).



Superresolution with Plenoptic Camera 2.0

 Observe the subpixel shift
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Presentation Notes
One microimage.



Superresolution with Plenoptic Camera 2.0

 Observe the subpixel shift

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another microimage. Notice the subpixel shift from the previous slide.



Superresolution with Plenoptic Camera 
2.0

27

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Direct Plenoptic 2.0 “Full Resolution” rendering. We are simply patching together the microimages into one big image. Notice the pixelation and the poor resolution.



Superresolution with Plenoptic Camera 
2.0

28

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Same as before, only using superresolution.We have placed the main lens image at the appropriate distance from the microlenses. At this distance we have to use 3X3 microimages for superresolution. We are inserting pixels from different microimages between pixels of microimages as prescribed by the model, then deconvolving.



Superresolution with Plenoptic Camera 2.0
 Compare same image with traditional lifgtfield rendering 

(plenoptic 1.0).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each little square is the image of a microlens, which in 1.0 lightfield rendering produces only one pixel.



Superresolution with Plenoptic Camera 
2.0

30
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Presentation Notes
Right stereo view



Superresolution with Plenoptic Camera 
2.0

31
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Presentation Notes
Left stereo view
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